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picked to act.

Children's Encyclopedia-Felicity Brooks 2004-03-01 Provides information on the planet Earth, plants and
animals, the human body, world history, elements of cultures throughout the world, science, inventions, and ouher
space.

Usborne Children's Picture Atlas-Ruth Brocklehurst 2005-01-01 A new small-format edition of this stunning
atlas for young children, beautifully illustrated in Linda Edwards' unique and utterly charming style. Every page is
packed full of images and contains masses of exciting and fascinating facts that will fire the imaginations of
children everywhere. Countries around the world are brought to life, with landscapes, unique features and
geographical landmarks vividly described and illustrated. This comprehensive atlas contains an extensive glossary
and index of places, plus a 'Trip Around the World' quiz.

National Geographic Our World-National Geographic Society (U.S.) 2006 Illustrations and maps introduce the
geography, culture, and trivia facts of each continent, and suggests activities to explore geography in depth.

Then and Now-Heather Amery 2008-01-01 Explains the fundamental principles of time.
Mini Children's Picture Atlas-Ruth Brocklehurst 2005-06-01 An introduction to maps, geography, and
ecological regions accompanies maps with small pictures of characteristic people, places, animals, and things, and
the locations of the capitals of the countries of the world.

First Sticker Book Fairies-Jessica Greenwall 2012-06-01 This delightful book is full of busy little fairies. Use the
stickers in the middle to bring each picture to life.

Big Picture Atlas-Emily Bone 2016-08-01 A wonderfully big Picture Atlas for children to learn the basis of world
geography. Lots of busy maps with fun illustrations to learn about the food and culture of other countries as well
as capital cities. Putting pictures onto facts helps with memory and this big, satisfying book will help children
memorize geography facts with ease.

The Usborne Internet-linked Essential Atlas of the World-Stephanie Turnbull 2004 Offers facts and
illustrated maps of the continents and countries of the world, with links to the Internet for further information.

The Usborne Book of Famous Artists-Ruth Brocklehurst 2012 Looks at the life and work of some of the
greatest artists in history, including Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Monet, and Picasso.

Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas-Alex Frith 2010-01-01 Features a world map as well as maps of each of the
continents with liftable flaps that reveal various facts and trivia. On board pages.

The Usborne Children's Bible-Heather Amery 2011-01-01 The best-known and best-loved stories from the Old
and New Testaments have been chosen for this retelling of the Bible for young children.

Collins Children's Picture Atlas-Collins Maps 2019-04-18 The atlas opens with the continents, then presents a
world view of countries before exploring deeper into each country and the exciting places to visit within each.

Lift-The-Flap Looking After Our Planet-Katie Daynes 2020-09-24 Looking after our planet is an inspiring flap
book, exploring the problems facing our planet today and what we can do about them. It sets out why conditions
on Earth are just right for life, how our modern lives are putting the planet at risk and what we can all do to work
towards a greener future. Expert advice from Professor Mike Berners-Lee, author of There's No Planet B and How
Bad Are Bananas. Friendly and encouraging illustrations combined with punchy text. Practical advice on how
every reader can make a difference.

Animal Picture Atlas-Hazel Maskell 2008 This atlas helps young people explore the world and the animals which
inhabit it. It includes simple maps of all the countries of the world, with illustrations of the species which live
there and details about their habitats.

Children's Picture Atlas of Animals-Hazel Maskell 2012 Animals.
Children's Atlas of God's World-Craig Froman 2013 Provides a guide to the world seen through a Christian
lens, citing Christian history makers, landmarks, civilizations and discoveries found around the world.

Childrens World Atlas-Stephanie Turnbull 2014-06-01 A comprehensive world atlas with 60 pages of maps
showing land cover, cities and towns, boundaries, rivers and lakes and places of interest. Each continent is
introduced with several pages of key facts, satellite views and information on major geographical features.
Endmatter includes a gazetteer of states, geography quiz and time zones chart. A classic Usborne reference book,
fully updated and now available in paperback.

Farm Animals-Sophie Corrigan 2019 A goat has pointy horns and a cow has a spotty coat. But what would
happen if you mixed them together with a rooster's feathery tail? You'd get a GOTER! CockadoodleMOO! Lift the
panels to mix, match and make wonderfully wacky farmyard animals with Sophie Corrigan's brilliantly crazy
creature creations! Mix together a duck, a donkey and a rooster and create a DONTER! Or match up a sheep, a
pig and a cow and create a SIW. Will it say BAA or OINK? What funny farmyard animals will YOU find? Each panel
is the perfect size for small hands - hours of toddler animal fun guaranteed.

Children's World Atlas-IglooBooks 2016-04-07 From which country can you see the Northern Lights? Where is
the world's highest mountain situated? Which reef is home to 1,500 kinds of fish? Inside this book, find out about
the countries, continent rivers, seas, and mountain ranges of the world. Discover hundreds of fascinating details
about their landscapes, climates, and more with 100 super stickers and over 30 pages packed with amazing atlas
facts.

Usborne Atlas and Jigsaw-Usborne Books Staff 2018-06-28 This pack contains a 300-piece jigsaw of a
beautifully illustrated map of Europe for children to assemble, as well as a 32-page picture atlas of Europe in
which they can see and discover the continent in more detail with its highly visual maps. Beautifully illustrated
jigsaw and richly detailed atlas makes a wonderful present. Children can have lots of fun learning where things
are in Europe as they piece together the puzzle. The Usborne Picture Atlas of Europe is full of fun facts and
famous sights, and is a great way to introduce children to looking at maps and to European geography.

Collins Children's Picture Atlas-Collins (Firm : London, England) 2012 This highly illustrated pictorial atlas is
designed to take children on a journey of discovery around the countries of the world. The mapping is clear
colourful and highly informative. Simple activities and quizzes encourage children to find out more about the
mapped regions. Ages: 7+Each spread includes introductory text about the region. Pictorial symbols are used on
clear colourful background mapping to depict themes such as national emblems, customs, food, birds, animals,
buildings, sports etc. to help younger readers gain an understanding of peoples around the world. Continental
spreads focus on flags and the most important geographical facts e.g. well known highest, lowest, largest physical
and demographic features. A variety of activity based features accompany the mapping on each spread e.g. a
'What am I?' box lists detailed descriptions of familiar features. Activities are designed to encourage the reader to
extract information from the map. Other features included are fascinating facts about each country, presented in
a fun way, for each spread e.g. Did you know? Try this! It's a fact etc. Website links are listed to assist further
study for the older child. Ages:7+

Sticker Picture Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland-Jonathan Melmoth 2017-08

First Hundred Words-Heather Amery 2006-06-01 - Foreign language editions list each word with its English
equivalent - Sticker books have 100 stickers to correspond with vocabulary - The 40-minute DVDs are fun
introductions.

Collins First Atlas-Collins Maps 2014-12-04 Collins First Atlas is a fun, vibrant and clear starter atlas for 4-6
year olds which provides an introduction to basic geographical and atlas vocabulary.This first atlas introduces the
younger pupil to photographs and mapping of a local area. From this beginning the atlas gradually maps through
regional, national, continental and world regions with global views of the wider world. Carefully selected map
labels highlight certain countries or features which can be easily identified to illustrate the concept of mapping as
it becomes more complex. All maps are supported with short informative sentences which use a basic
geographical vocabulary.

My First Picture Atlas-Catherine Bruzzone 2018 This simple atlas introduces the seven regions of the world
using key geographical skills that every child should learn. From how to read beautifully illustrated maps to
discovering what links each region and makes them different, the information collected here provides a basis from
which all children can learn to explore their world.

Usborne Atlas and Jigsaw Britain and Ireland-S. A. M. SMITH 2017-12-18 Puttogether this beautiful 300
piece-jigsaw and learn about Britain and Ireland!Also in this beautifully packaged giftset, you will find a 24pp
British Atlasto further your geography knowledge.

Usborne Sticker Atlas of the World-S. Turnbull 2004-09-24 Two brand-new, great-value sticker books with
brightly coloured, intricate illustrations and photographs of the major sights, cities and landmarks of each
country. Features over 140 stickers for children to place on the maps. Britain and Northern Ireland features the
key towns, as well as sculptures, bridges and galleries, encompassing the countries' most famous places as well as
their hidden secrets. The World features sights from a range of countries including the Little Mermaid statue in
Denmark, Amazonian stilt houses and the Kennedy Space Center.

Children's Book of Baking Cakes-Abigail Wheatley 2011 A book full of delicious ideas for baking and
decorating a huge variety of yummy cakes. Instructions for decorating techniques and recipes for different icing
and topping recipes help make each tasty treat look like it's straight out of the baker's.

Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas- 2017-08 An around-the-globe tour of animal habitats and locations
provides information about more than six hundred creatures, from whales to termites.

Sticker Picture Atlas of the World-Sam Lake 2013-04-01 An interactive journey around the world, on which
children can place stickers of landmarks, animals and people in the right places, learning more about the world as
they go. Fresh, modern illustrations make this a lively and inviting first atlas.

A Tale of Two Beasts-Fiona Roberton 2015-04-02 There are two sides to every story. A little girl finds a strange
beast in the woods and takes it home as a pet. She feeds it, shows it off to her friends and gives it a hat. But that
night it escapes. Then the beast tells the story of being kidnapped by the girl, who forcefed it squirrel food, scared
it with a group of beasts and wrapped it in wool. Can the two beasts resolve their differences? An eye-opening
story that makes you look at things from a different perspective. 'Roberton's premise is as sublime as it is simple,
with a subtle message. [...] Totally delightful.' - Kirkus Reviews

Picture Atlas-Simon Holland 2017-08-23 Explore the world by looking not only at borders, mountains, rivers,
seas and oceans, but by discovering the natural wonders of the world, historical artefacts, amazing animals,
fascinating cultures and much much more.With stunning illustrations from the incredible Jill Calder, The Picture
Atlas is quite unlike anything you've seen before. From the freezing Arctic Circle with its powerful orca whales, to
the amazing Sydney Opera House and the Great Barrier Reef, learn, explore and be amazed by the wonders of the
world.Bursting full of beautiful artwork, informative maps and astounding facts, take a trip around the world like
you've never seen it before.

Atlas of Oddities-Clive Gifford 2016-10-06

Children's Animals of the World Wall Map- 2006-10-01 Features over 500 hand drawn cartoon animals from
every continent and ocean. This work includes an informative legend to make the map educational as well as fun.
Picture symbols alongside each animal are cross-referenced to the legend to enable children to identify each
animals: group, feeding habits, behaviour, reproduction size and weight.

What's Where on Earth Atlas-DK 2017-03-30 Atlases don't come more amazing than this! The ultimate world
tour explores countries and crosses continents on its fact-finding, fun-filled journey of discovery Planet Earth is
brought to life in stunning, specially commissioned 3-D maps and artworks that showcase fascinating themes,
including geographical features, cities and landmarks, wildlife, and population in unprecedented detail. You'll
scale the peaks of the Himalayas, trek the jungles of South America, roam the grasslands of Africa, and swim the
Pacific Ocean on your incredible adventure. Visit the hottest place on Earth, spot the largest butterfly, rub
shoulders with the world's biggest population, cross the busiest international border, and much, much more on
your travels. This vital source of learning is perfect for children to dip into for school projects and a welcome
addition to any family library. For genius geographers or anyone with a taste for adventure, this one is for you!

Picture Atlas-Anita Ganeri 2004-06 Picture Atlas- This journey around the world introduces everything from
landmarks and animals to foods and sights from all over the globe. Packed with clear information and dramatic
photographs Fully cross-referenced to guide the reader to related entries and topics Bite-size key points help
children to remember the facts Extends vocabulary by introducing subject-related words and explaining their
meaning Essential reference books to support project work at home or at school

Usborne Illustrated Atlas of Britain and Ireland-Megan Cullis 2019-06-13 Take a tour of the British Isles with
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this stylish, fact-filled atlas. Lively illustrations and colourful picture maps allow you to explore famous landmarks,
towns and cities, wildlife, customs and history along the way. Illustrations: Full colour throughout

compass rose? What features make up the land? Where is the ocean? And what are the countries where people
(and animals) live? Reviewed by geography and early childhood consultants, this delightful atlas makes our world
accessible to even the most junior explorers.

First Sticker Book Flags-Holly Bathie 2017-11 This is a perfect way to introduce young children to flags of the
world. Children will be fascinated by all the colourful flag stickers and enjoy spotting where to to put them on the
maps. Additional illustrations of national foods, landmarks and animals help bring the pages to life. Flags are
placed on maps arranged by continent, helping children to learn the locations of countries around the world.
Includes every national flag and over 150 stickers. Part of the fun and informative 'First Sticker Book' series.

See Inside Oceans-Emily Bone 2020-04 Lift the flaps to dive into our oceans and discover millions of incredible
plants and creatures, including the biggest and oldest creatures on the planet. Discover a range of habitats, find
out just how important the oceans are for life on Earth, and how the things we throw away, and even how we heat
our homes, is putting them at risk. An interactive yet informative book about the oceans, how many wonderful
things live there. With over 80 flaps to lift, children can discover how important the oceans are to life on Earth.
Investigates how the oceans are at risk from plastic pollution and global warming, and what we can do about it.
Ideal for school studies and fun to dip in and out of for pleasure.

National Geographic Kids My First Atlas of the World-National Geographic Kids 2018-07-10 Introduce
preschoolers to the wonders of the world with this beginner atlas, created with the map experts at National
Geographic. Simple, colorful maps, bold pictures, and accessible text present basic geography, continent by
continent, to spark kids' curiosity about the planet we inhabit. They'll learn elementary mapping skills and
concepts such as the difference between a globe and a map. They'll learn answers to questions, like what is a
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